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1 
The invention described herein may be manu 

factured and used by or for the Government for 
governmental purposes without the payment to 
me of any royalty thereon. 
This invention relates to ammunition contain 

ers. _ 

A purpose of this invention is to provide‘an 
ammunition container that is light in weight, 
waterproof, strong, easily assembled and dis 
assembled, and when disassembled, easily nested 
for economy of shipping space. __ s _ 

Another purpose is to provide an ammunition 
container "which gives the contents aae‘quatepro; 
tection'for rough handling; ‘ 

"further ‘points-e is to provide an 'im ‘tied, 
watef'roof and greatly strengthened ‘Cloverleaf 
bundle fora'mmunition. _ 7 

‘Other purposes will become 'apparen’t‘from ‘the 
following description. " 
Reference is now had to the drawings‘ in ‘which ' 

similar reference ‘characters’refe'r ‘to similar ‘parts 
in all ?gures. } H ‘ v I 

Figure 1 is an isometric View of the assembled 
ammunition container, ’ _ _ 

Figure -2 is an isometric view of'the body'po‘r 
tion of the ammunition container with the clover 
leaf ends and fastening rod removed, 
Figure 3 is ‘an'end-view of three side segments 

nested for shipping or storage, 
Figure 4 is a cross sectional view of a grooved 

10st Joint i , . a . 

“Figure ‘51's ‘a ‘cross sectional ‘of "a form ‘of 
slip joint, and ' “ 

Figure 6 is an isometric view of, ans-individual 
side segment showing the hooked edges. VFor g; 
purposes of illustration, longitudinal corruga 
tions have been ‘added to ‘the ‘segment shown in 
this view. ‘ A 

One form of ammunition package for‘ artillery 
shells, which is known as the cloverleaf bundle, 
is made by taking three'shells‘a‘n‘d {inserting them 
in individual ?bre cylinders closed or capped "at 
both ends. The three cylinders are then stacked 
together side by side and acloverle'af end having 
three lobes is applied over each end of the stack. 
A longitudinal rod is 'the'nip'as‘sed through the 
space between the three cylinders and through 
the central holes in the two cloverleaf ends. 
Wing nuts screwed onto the threaded protruding 
rod ends, are tightened, thus drawing the clover_ 
leaf ends tightly over the cylinders and forming 
a tight selfsupporting package or bundle for the 
three shells. A wooden crate is then built around 
the cloverleaf bundle to give it protection during 
storage and shipment. 

(mitt-"ta 
(Granted under. the act of March 3; 1883-, lbs - 

amended April 30, 1928; 370 ‘0. G. 757) 
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I A-oisaovantage‘or thi‘sg’typeioi pa king ‘the 
fact‘ that‘ the individual ‘?bre shell -'cyliirdei‘s ‘were 
easily reached “by water‘ while-being ‘shipped‘ahd 
hence-lost considerable strength due tobecoin 
ing water soaked and would then ‘tend ‘to ‘dis 
integrate, leaving “the shells without adequate 
support or ‘protection against ‘damage ‘due to 
rough handling in transit. In addition, the *cost 
of the wooden crate was considerable. - 

__ It is proposed to obviate these-"disadvantages 
of ‘the-‘present cl'o'verleafbundle by means of‘l't'he 
improvements shown ‘and describedherein. 

_ Figure 1 shows‘theassembled-ammunition con" 
tain'er with two- of {the ‘three side isegments visi 
ble, namely those dehot'ed’by numbers =1 and -'3 
respectively-J The-two'cloverleaf ends land-'8 are 
also shownmo‘untéd \‘ov‘er 'oppositeiends ‘of the 
assembled side "segments. ‘The »‘cleverleaf ‘ends 
have three lobes, a central “holef’or- a fastening 
rod-a skirted ‘portitin 1| BJai'dund their‘ peripheries 
to contain thePends-of'thegside segméhts-,‘a~riti 
al-peripher'al channel 21-. The indentations 4'22‘ 
are (‘formed ‘in ‘the race ‘for added St?TnesS. 
Thelilong'itudinallrod-9 ‘ss‘es vthrough vvthe center 
ll of the~~containér landdts -1two threaded ends 
protrude through the ll-i'ol'es the‘ center of ' he 
two cloverleaf ends, being surmountedl'b'y‘ is‘; 
nuts It for tightening-seam,‘was ‘drawing. the 
whole containertightly t getter. ’ s 

Figure: al'showstne container Wlthithe mover; 

removed. an the drawing ‘the side ‘segments ‘11, 
2 and 3 areiseene-to be arciiatei-lin _"cross section 

and adjoining side‘i'seg‘merlit's'fare connected means of \lock joints 4, '5 and The "-thre‘eIseg; 

ments "when joined‘ together 'forln thefbody‘Tpor 
tion of the container which has a fc‘ross' section 
with three lobes, each lobe i7forin’ed vby ‘one ‘side 
segment. The bddyvportio‘n is'ithu'sfigive'n an ‘un 
dulating ‘contour when viewedifrdm ‘either ‘end, 
each undulatio'n constituting ‘one of the three 
side segments, thefjoint's'bei’rig-at the bases 3‘of 
the undulations. ‘T ese joints ‘are ‘preferably 
made ‘ 

ing portions or ‘hooks jflil I and 312. The idi'r'it's' 
should be-Yiinadawithsui?cieiit ear cc to per-1 
mit easy assembly of adjace‘iitii's'ide segments by 
sliding them together. Each side segment will 
thus be formed, as is also shown in Figure 6, 
with one hook ll of Figure 4 along one of its 
longitudinal edges and the other hook l2 along 
the other longitudinal edge. The segments are 
placed with the edges to be joined aligned and 
end to end and then are slid together. 
Figure 2 also shows the ammunition cylinders 
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13, M and 15, each designed to contain one round 
of ammunition, inserted into the ammunition 
container body portion in side by side relation. 
Each cylinder occupies one lobe of the clover 
leaf cross section of the container, the cylinder 
ends being cut away for purposes of illustration. 
After the side segments I, 2 and 3 have been 
joined together and the cylinders l3, l4 and 15 
inserted as shown in Figure 2, the cloverleaf 
end portions 1 and 8 are placed over the opposite 
ends of the joined side segments as shown in 
Figure 1, and the longitudinal rod" 9 inserted 
through the central holes in the cloverleaf end 
portions 1 and 8, extending through the longi 
tudinal space I‘! between the cylinders l3, l4‘ 
and 15. The two protruding ends of the fasten 
ing rod 9 are surmounted by wing nuts 10 which 
are tightened, thus drawing the whole container 
tightly together. The cloverleaf ends are pro 
vided with skirted portions l6 and peripheral 
channels 21 which serve to contain the ends of 
they joined side segments l, 2 and 3 and thus 
prevent any sidewise movement thereof. 
Figure 3 shows an end view of three of the side 

segments l', 2 and 3 nested for shipment or stor 
age.- It is apparent that a. considerable number 
of side segments may be nested together in this 
manner, for conservation of shipping space and 
that the nesting gives added protection to indi 
vidual segments. 
»While the side segments may be made with 
smooth surfaces as shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3, 
it. has been found advantageous to'make them 
with longitudinal corrugations I8 as shown in 
Figure 6, the corrugations not extending the'en- _ 

Uncorrugatedr tire length of the side segments. 
margins l9 and 20 are left at the ends so as to 
permit the skirted portions 16 of the cloverleaf 
ends to fit closely over them. They use of the 
longitudinal corrugations gives added strength 
and stiffness and permits the use of lighter gauge 
sheet metal in the side segments. Another meth 
od of stiffening is to use transverse corrugations 
on the segments instead of longitudinal corruga 
tions, and a beading machine may be used for 

20 

25 

this purpose, the end margins I9 and 20 being 
unbeaded. 

- Figure 5 shows an alternate type, of slip joint, 
which may be used instead of the joint shown in 
Figure 4, in which case it is apparent that the ; 
side segments may also be joined by placing them 
side by side and by moving abutting edges toward 
each other in engagement instead of by sliding 
longitudinally. But the joint of Figure‘ 5 does 
not lock together as securely as the joint of Figure 
4 and more dependency is placed upon the clover 
leaf ends 1 and 8 to keep the joined side segments 
connected to each other. 
The container can be made dustproof and wa 

terproof by an application of a waterproo?ng 
compound to the longitudinal joints, 4, 5 and 6, 
between the ends 19 and 20 of the side segments 
and the inner sides of the skirted peripheries l6 
and channels 2| of the cloverleaf ends, and 
around the fastening rod holes in the cloverleaf (,5 
ends. Litharge is one of the compositions suit 
able for this purpose. . 

4 
It is seen that the body portion comprising the 

three side segments may also be applied to exist 
ing cloverleaf bundles to make them waterproof 
and give added protection. This will permit dis 
pensing with the wooden crate now necessary for 
cloverleaf bundles. This results in a lighter and 
less expensive container, and also saves shipping 
space since the wooden crate is not used. 
While the foregoing speci?cation sets forth the 

invention in speci?c terms, it is to be understood 
that numerous changes in the shape, size, ar 
rangement, and material may be resorted to with 
out departing from the scope and spirit of the 
invention as claimed hereinafter. 

I claim: 
A container adapted to enclose a plurality of 

cylindrical objects and comprising three sheet 
sections each rolled to substantially semi-cylin 
drical form, each said section having its opposite 
longitudinal edges bent to form a ?ange adapted 
to interlock with the adjacent ?ange of the next 
succeeding section to thereby form a container 
of generally clover-leaf cross-section for a tri 
angular stack of three cylindrical objects, cover 
members for closing the opposite ends of said 
container, each said cover member including an 
end plate conforming substantially to the cross 
sectional shape of the said container and a de 
pendent skirt about the periphery thereof ar 
ranged to ?t over the end of the said container 
and snugly engage the undulating contour of 
the sides thereof, means for forcing the said cover 
members toward each other on the container in 
cluding an axially disposed rod passing through 
said container and having ‘threaded nuts engag 
ing each end thereof, there being aligned'axial 
openings in the respective cover members to per 
mit passage of the said rod therethrough, and 
reinforcing means disposed circumferentially on 
the surface of each said sheet section, the said 
means including stiffening corrugations extend 
ing lengthwise of said sections and terminating 
at the respective ends at points spaced therefrom 
a distance at least equal to the depth of the de 
pendent skirts of the respective cover members. 

ROBERT M. BATES. 
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